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In both colloquial and theoretical language, the notions of ‘abstract’ and
‘concrete’ have conventionally worked in opposition, if not in dialectical or
mutually contingent terms. In the relation between the abstract (broadly
signifying the non-representational and non-figural, the virtual, nebulous,
indeterminate, conceptual) and the concrete (the real, solid, worldly, evident),
the application of these respective terms encompasses their corresponding
implications. To ask what it is to be or become abstract or concrete is to ask how
and why something does or does not embody either state, if not both
simultaneously, or the movement in between them. Furthermore, it is to ask what
the alternate abstractness and/or concreteness of a given object, being, idea or
practice suggests about that thing, as well as the attendant forms and functions
that constitute it. For instance, when, following Marx, one speaks of abstract and
concrete labour in order to qualify certain forms of value production, how does
one thereby also qualify the forms and functions of the bodies, subjectivities,
actions and events that produce, and are no less produced by, these instrumental
processes? In other words, how is the apparent abstractness or concreteness of a
thing, state, quality or process implicated in the other statuses (social, political,
ethical, material, aesthetic) that constitute them?
Given these guiding questions, I will consider their relevance by analysing artworks
by Doris Salcedo, Teresa Margolles and Santiago Sierra, each of which embodies
both the concrete and the abstract. This is evident in the plainly literal sense that
these works conspicuously employ concrete in their formal composition,
foregrounding its materiality as an integral element therein. Likewise, they are
literally abstract in their appearance as non-representational, non-figurative
sculptures, in line with the aesthetics of 1960s minimal sculpture (itself a cornerstone
of modern abstraction). Less prosaically, these artists specifically use concrete to
depict what I will call ‘abstract bodies’: absent, invisible or otherwise virtual bodies
which have disappeared from the scene of the work but nevertheless leave their
impression upon it. That is to say, these are bodies that register not a concrete
presence but the non-figurative index of their embodied materiality. These include
the bodies of desaparecidos [disappeared persons] abducted and executed amid
Colombian political conflict, anonymous corpses from Mexico City’s morgues and
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itinerant workers whose marginal labour furthers their social invisibility.
To reiterate, these are absent, marginal and anonymous bodies that do not present
the logos of a body that appears in and of itself, but that leaves traces of its
disappearance: its withdrawal from any such figural presence or identifiable
appearance. As such, these bodies are effectively ‘abstract’ in the etymological sense
of abstrahere, ‘to withdraw’, for it is in and as this withdrawal that they imbue such
works.1
Abstract Bodies
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The various figures Salcedo, Margolles and Sierra confront, embody a condition of
tenuous materiality, one in which the body itself ceases to socially exist as a discrete,
concrete entity and instead becomes an abstraction: a site of indeterminacy where
both the material quality of flesh and bone, and the clean and proper borders of the
subject cede to a kind of perceptual indistinction. In this respect, these are bodies
whose liminality denotes the precarious socio-political status of bodies that fail to
properly matter, recalling the double entendre Judith Butler expounds in Bodies that
Matter.2 For Butler, describing how the materiality of bodies remains contingent on
their socio-political status, the recognition of socio-political relevance distinguishes
the subject ‘that matters’ (i.e. that is relevant) from the domain of improper life –
abject, formless and indeterminate life, which remains below the threshold of
perception as such. At the same time, this distinction reflexively performs the
materiality of the proper body (it ‘matters’ the body, to use ‘matter’ as an active
verb), qualifying and iterating its legibility qua socio-political subject. In sum, this
distinction materializes the body as a legible and legitimate figure, indicating that
the contours that figure the body are not given, but come to appear as an effect of
power that confers the concreteness of the figure itself.
Alternately, Brian Massumi has described the body in similar terms, albeit in the
largely different sense of his Deleuzian/Bergsonian theorization of the ontogenetic
becoming, or movement, of phenomena. Following Deleuze’s notion of the ‘realbut-abstract’, he defines the abstract as what is ‘never present in position, only ever
in passing... an abstractness pertaining to the transitional immediacy of a real
relation – that of a body to its own indeterminacy (its openness to an elsewhere
and otherwise than it is, in any here and now)’.3 In other words, Massumi
conceives the body in its irreducibility to any fixed identity or form (the static is of
being) and as its pure movement (the constant passage between its occurring and
its anticipatory potential). While I am not necessarily dedicated to Massumi’s
temporal schema, this description is particularly useful for articulating the body’s
essential non-identity and virtuality, which is to say, the abstractness of a body that
is constantly moving beyond its corporeal, sensory and ontological limits.
As Massumi continues:
The charge of indeterminacy carried by a body is inseparable from it.
It strictly coincides with it, to the extent that the body is in passage or
in process (to the extent that it is dynamic and alive). But the charge
is not itself corporeal. Far from regaining a concreteness, to think the
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body in movement thus means accepting the paradox that there is an
incorporeal dimension of the body. Of it, but not it. Real, material,
but incorporeal. Inseparable, coincident, but disjunct.4
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As such, apprehending the body is less a matter of depicting its visible figure than of
tracing its movement, which for Massumi renders any absolute distinction between
the abstract and the concrete dubious: ‘The body is as immediately abstract as it is
concrete; its activity and expressivity extend, as on their underside, into an
incorporeal, yet perfectly real, dimension of pressing potential’.5 The real, tangible
body is, for Massumi, equally its virtuality and incorporeality; its concreteness is its
abstractness and vice versa.
Accepting that the body is never purely abstract or concrete, I want to suggest that
it oscillates between these states. In navigating the social, political, ethical and
aesthetic dimensions that constitute it, the body’s forms and functions relate to its
movement toward its varying abstractness and concreteness, and hence its
appearance (or disappearance) as such. In this respect, Salcedo, Margolles and
Sierra each limn the movement of bodies between the concrete and the abstract,
registering the tension between art’s physical presence and the withdrawal of the
body therein. To this end, these artists employ concrete’s formal rawness and
imposing physical gravity to fix (or to beg the question, to concretize) the spectral
remains of absent bodies. Of course, this is not to simply play with given semantic
associations between physical concrete, ‘the concrete’, abstract art and theoretical
abstractions, but to explore the aesthetic function of particular materials in relation
to the materiality of particular bodies. Here, the impulse to concretize what lacks
form and identity – to fix the trace of what is disappearing (much as one fixes a
photograph to retain the indexical impression of a past moment) – concerns critical
aesthetic strategies for invoking the tenuous corporeality of liminal bodies. As such,
these artists employ abstraction not as a refusal of vision (as if to affirm a prohibition
on representation), but as the image of a withdrawal, the dis-appearance of bodies that
appear only as abstract traces embedded in concrete. As such, this use of concrete
highlights the salient features of its application, as is here evident in a particular set
of strategies among a relatively similar set of practices (similar aesthetically and
politically as well as geographically, for these artists are all working in specifically
Latin American contexts). No less, concrete’s aesthetic qualities, social histories and
cultural meanings present further implications for how it enables such applications,
and what functions and meanings the latter then hold. Thus, while my own
emphasis on the ‘concreteness’ of concrete, as the ‘abstractness’ of abstract art,
perhaps errs on the side of meagre semantic play, its interpretation by these artists
bespeaks the potential potency of concrete’s aesthetic functions and effects.

Concrete Artworks
This use of concrete is variously evident throughout each of these artists’ oeuvres.
For Salcedo, it is a recurring element in the sculptural assemblages she constructs
from disused domestic furniture which largely comprise her work of the 1990s.
parallax
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In response to the loss and violence that has afflicted Colombia since the late 1940s,
these sculptures serve both as metaphors for those abducted and executed by
military and guerrilla forces and as metonyms for their disappearance. As Salcedo
explains: ‘What I’m addressing in the work is something that is actually in the
process of vanishing . . . a half-present reality. You never manage to perceive it as
something concrete; you never manage to grasp it’.6 As such, the material quality of
these sculptures is crucial, for it is within their alternate fragility and formidability,
lightness and weight, and immateriality and physicality that they form their ethicopolitical expression. That is to say, through an affective contact with specific
materials, Salcedo conjures the spectral presence of disappearance and with it the
social, political and ethical burden of state violence. At the same time, these works
demonstrate the way that the experience of loss qualitatively transforms the most
mundane matter, expressing the sense of abandonment by which inanimate objects
remain in place of the bodies and homes to which they once belonged.7 Marking the
absence of such people and places, the visible traces of physical use embedded within
these materials index their intimate yet anonymous contact to past users. Hence, in
exposing the condition of anonymity and indeterminacy implied in the relation
between disappeared persons and discarded objects, these items do not then
represent specific bodies and identities but stand in for their abstraction as such.
That is, these works reveal the condition by which they remain unknown and
inaccessible beyond the anonymous fragments that fill the void of their continuing
disappearance.
To create these assemblages, Salcedo takes apart found items like old chairs, desks,
wardrobes, bed frames and tables, which she then recomposes into new, abstract
configurations. From here, she regularly augments these structures by appending
items with pieces of other, typically more organic material (e.g. cloth, hair and
bone) and ensconcing them in poured concrete. In this dis- and re-assembly of
furniture, concrete serves as a volumetric substance that allows Salcedo to solidify
the given form of individual items or to combine several pieces within the same
overall mass. By embedding chairs in blocks of reinforced concrete, or by filling the
cavities of wardrobes, dressers, and beds with it, she transforms these items into solid
forms, divorced from their erstwhile function as household objects. This technique is
best evident in the series of untitled sculptures she presented at the 1999 Liverpool
Biennial (Figure 1), in which she filled various wardrobes and dressers with
concrete, in most cases placing smaller items like chairs and clothing within them, or
alternately conjoining them with each other or with separate items. Here, concrete
not only adds great physical mass to these items but permits otherwise impossible
compositions to hold shape. In a formal contradiction, concrete dissolves the
physical impenetrability of these solid shapes, fixing large volumes together while
allowing them to bisect and penetrate without destroying each other. In other
words, it permits tenuous constructions to remain in place, giving them the
structural strength to maintain extreme states – to push at the physical borders of
objects and materials – and to thereby retain a sense of precariousness within its
structural resilience.
Furthermore, Salcedo’s use of concrete, often raw and exposed with visible casting
marks and protruding reinforcement bars, gives her work both an imposing
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Figure 1. Doris Salcedo, Trace, 1999 (Anglican Cathedral, Liverpool Biennial of Contemporary Art
1999). Installation. Courtesy Alexander and Bonin, New York.

physicality and a docile stillness. Between the sheer weight and corresponding
volume and immobility it imparts upon her sculptures, concrete works to the
opposite effect of the other, more organic or ‘personal’ materials she uses. Whereas
the latter foreground a delicacy that is frail and often flesh-like, these concrete
surfaces appear impersonal, cold and synthetic. To be sure, Salcedo makes no effort
to hide this character, for one of the main effects of her use of concrete is to
accentuate the material quality of her works. This effect is particularly significant
vis-a`-vis the implied presence of the body in these sculptures, but as removed from
physical matter, leaving only the immaterial trace of a disappearance. Indeed,
concrete lends tangibility and weight to objects that, in dredging the traces of
disappeared bodies, embody a certain immateriality. As if to demonstrate the
affective weight that objects take on when invested with the burden of grief – the
weight of the loss of the body – this use of concrete affords these sculptures a certain
monumentality; or in other words, it imbues objects with a physicality that stands in
distinction to their liminality, not least in terms of the liminal non-presence of the
disappeared. Again, it ‘fixes’ the tenuous residual traces that Salcedo’s objects
retain, literally cementing them into tangible forms whose recalcitrant presence
arises in response to the precarious state of disappearance.
Similarly, Teresa Margolles’ work in concrete relates to her broader practice of
creating sculptures and installations that, composed with the residue of corpses, bring
their socio-politically fraught materiality into relief. Having established her career
alongside the art collective she headed in the 1990s, SEMEFO (an acronym that
translates to ‘forensic medical services’), her work draws upon her training in both art
parallax
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and forensic science. In particular, her experience working in morgues has afforded
her a privileged perspective in viewing Mexico’s dead, namely one that has placed her
in view of the many anonymous corpses subject to the country’s hostile climate. Given
increasing violence between those in the country’s drug trade and the military
apparatus tasked with managing it by force, the resulting proliferation of casualties
and forced disappearances finds expression in this perspective. Likewise, additional
violence and abject social conditions among the nation’s underclass and marginal
sectors has further contributed to a vast number of unacknowledged and unmourned
corpses. Like Salcedo, then, Margolles confronts the death and disappearance of
anonymous figures. However, whereas Salcedo focuses on abandoned objects that
remain in place of absent bodies, Margolles faces bodies directly, in plain view of what
is physically there but nevertheless fails to signify a proper embodied identity. Indeed,
flesh and bone is present, but the qualitative matter of the body – emptied of the
conventional markers of socio-politically relevant life (identity, personhood,
subjectivity) – remains indeterminate. In this respect, as Gabriella Jauregui writes,
Margolles’ ‘art is defined by the tension between thingness and nothingness’, and as
such explores the zone of indeterminacy in which the body moves between those
poles: from proper socio-political life (the discrete figures of legible subjects and
beings) to the formlessness of bare-life (of bodies that materialize as indistinct, abject
matter – neither subject nor object, thing nor nothing).8
Between the abstract and concrete, Margolles maps the body’s indistinction by
accounting for the material conditions of its embodiment. Whereas Salcedo
discerns the traces of anonymous bodies from analogous objects, Margolles,
seeking to explore these tenuous material conditions, inversely creates objects by
inserting corporeal traces therein. To this end, she has applied morgue water used
to clean corpses in several of her works, including concrete benches that she
composes by mixing this water with cement. For example, her series of six benches
installed upon the north lawn of the Los Angeles County Museum of Art
(Untitled, 2010) invite viewers to recline upon (that is, to directly touch) these
post-minimalist blocks. Assuming casket-like forms, these benches (roughly the
size of a reclining human figure) give public burial to the victims of gang- and
drug- related deaths whose corporeal traces rest inside them. More provocatively,
Entierro (‘Burial’, 1999) (Figure 2) comprises a single concrete block (15.5 £ 66
£ 43 cm in size) that contains a stillborn human foetus embedded within it.
Utterly plain and flat in texture, colour and shape, the block does nothing to
suggest its contents, preferring instead the ostensible neutrality of a pure,
unadorned abstraction. Because the child’s mother was unable to afford a proper
burial, Margolles employs this unassuming form as a monument cum tomb to this
unknown, unseen body. In this sense, the work functions as an inversion of the
proverbial tomb of the unknown soldier, which likewise performs mourning rites
upon the anonymous body, but only to reassert its proper subjectivity in relation
to the state and military identity it emblematizes. Whereas the latter mourns the
body through the hegemonic identity ascribed to it, and so serves to aggrandize
that identity against its socio-political injury (the death of national soldiers),
Margolles refuses any such figure of identification. Here, identity is not written
upon the body post-facto, but is taken in its anonymity and, more pointedly, in the
inability to identify with it as the manifestation of any such identity or
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Figure 2. Teresa Margolles, Entierro, 1999. Foetus in a block of cement, 15.5 £ 66 £ 43 cm. Courtesy
the artist and Galerie Peter Kilchmann.

subjectivity).9 Here, the body does not signify or operate as a subject proper to
itself, but as the damning effect of socio-political conditions that render it such.
Where, as Klaus Görner and Udo Kittelmann note, this body is not considered a
corpse but medical waste, it exemplifies the abject to the letter: it is neither subject
nor object but quasi-human matter fit only to be jettisoned.10 It is therefore
within this concrete block, which gives it form at the same time that it absolutely
conceals it, that Margolles presents this body within the public realm, as both a
body and its abstraction as such.
Finally, Santiago Sierra’s work combines the forms and strategies of postminimalist, performance and conceptual art to explore the ethical and political
dynamics of social relations, particularly with respect to hired labour. By paying
unskilled and migrant labours (thereby implicating another kind of movement of
bodies) to perform useless, non-productive work, he self-reflexively addresses the
systems of power that undergird social and cultural production in the globalized
world. In so doing, he has often used concrete for its obdurate mass, as its weight
adds a certain measure of tangibility to inanimate objects and a certain material
effort to the act of moving them. This is the case in 24 Blocks of Concrete, Constantly
Moved During a Day’s Work by Paid Workers (ACE Gallery L.A., Los Angeles, July
1999), which the artist summarizes as follows:
Using mechanical methods, 24 cement [sic ] blocks were placed in
four rooms and a hallway of this gallery. They were modular units
commonly employed in breakwaters, weigh- ing [sic ] two tons each
and measuring approximately 250 £ 150 £ 100 cm. Once the blocks
were brought in, ten workers of Mexican or Central-American origin
were hired, of the type that usually offer to work in public places in
Los Angeles. They were asked to proceed, during the day’s work,
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to continually move the 24 pieces along the spaces of the gallery, while
disregarding any resulting damage and only using metal bars as
handles. The exposed result consisted of the marks left behind by their
work in the form of damage to the floor and walls of the gallery,
together with the tools and materials employed by the workers, the
remains of food and drink and the concrete blocks.11
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At the most basic level, works such as this illustrate the structural disparity in value
production that divides these workers, paid (likely minimum wage) for labour that
produces nothing, and the inflated value of the artwork Sierra produces in the
same instance. In this differential between abstract and concrete labour (the
exaggerated distinction between use and exchange value and between the artist’s
immaterial managerial work and his employees’ heavy lifting), Sierra conflates
artistic creation with the production of surplus value, as determined relative to
labour time. Consequently, the bodies that perform these tasks come to exist as the
socially invisible matter of labour power: identity and subjectivity are likewise
reduced to the body’s productive function, essentially quantifiable in the relative
terms of time and money. As such, this quantification of bodies in terms of formulas
of value (in essence, economic abstractions) finds its corollary in the qualitative
determination of the body as abstract matter. Here, in other words, flesh is
measured in its contact with concrete and in the work it exerts upon it
(understanding ‘work’ in the senses of both labour and physics, the latter denoting
the physical effort required to produce movement). That is to say, in its useless
expenditure and its abstraction via formulas of general equivalence, the body here
materializes as its productive physical potential; viz. its capacity to manifest the
movement of concrete.
Historically, such effects resonate with what Adrian Forty describes in terms of
concrete’s ramifications for labour in the development of capitalism. As he notes, the
proliferation of concrete beginning in the late nineteenth century is part and parcel
of the effectiveness by which unskilled workers could produce it; a fact galvanized by
contemporaneous Taylorist theories for the scientific management of labour.
As Forty writes: ‘For [Frederick] Taylor and [Sanford] Thompson, labour was an
abstraction, a unit of cost, absorbed imperceptibly into the finished product.
Concrete lent itself particularly well to this kind of analysis, for with concrete each
individual workman’s labour dissolves into the continuum of the whole, leaving no
trace’.12 The consequent separation of mental-managerial and manual labour that
concrete has allowed, alongside the facility by which it has allowed contractors to
eschew traditionally craft-based unions, thus roots concrete in the history of
precarious labour Sierra’s work inherits.13 Therein, the relation between
productivity and corporeality that concrete entails finds expression in the
mobilization of the productive body vis-à-vis its corresponding abstraction – its
measurement in terms of labour potential and its dissolution into an anonymous
whole. What 24 Blocks in turn depicts is that abstraction cum withdrawal of the body,
for what the labourers’ non-productive expenditure in fact produces is their
disappearance, as evident in their absence from the work itself. That is, these
labourers produce their own abstraction via their labour, inasmuch as it reflexively
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performs their status as itinerant, dispensable workers and hence forecloses their
social visibility and corporeality as identifiable figures.
However, this abstraction does not occur ‘without a trace’, as Forty states, for it is
precisely the traces of this abstraction that constitute the work (‘The exposed
result consisted of the marks left behind . . . together with the tools and materials
employed by the workers, the remains of food and drink and the concrete
blocks’).14 What this installation depicts, then, is not the physical matter of
working bodies (contra the conventional social-realist iconography of heroic
workers, for example) but the withdrawal by which they remain absent from the
scene. Henceforth, what this withdrawal evidences are the tangible excesses of
their disappearance, in the form of the marks of their physical work and the
residue of their physical consumption of food and drink. Thus, while the
individuals that enacted this labour remain unknown and imperceptible, we can
nevertheless glimpse the material quality of their abstraction, as indexed in their
contact with concrete. Or in other words, what is again evident is the trace of an
immaterial presence, manifest as its material remnants. Recalling Massumi, then,
the abstract body is equally evident in its concreteness, indeed, is evident in
concrete, which serves as the material benchmark against which its physicality is
here defined. And to be sure, in the contemporary order of immaterial labour
(wherein virtual economies and intangible services increasingly rival traditional
forms of material exchange), the body remains evident in both its concreteness
and abstraction – particularly with the biopolitical transformation of
embodiment into a means of socio-economic production. Thus, as Antonio
Negri writes:
To speak today of ‘immaterial labour’ no longer means speaking of
abstraction, but, on the contrary, of a real plunge into the concrete,
into matter. So what we are dealing with here is no longer spirituality
and vision from afar, but an immersion amidst bodies, in other words
an expression of flesh ... Therefore we are dealing here with an
immateriality which is very full of flesh, very mobile and very flexible:
an ensemble of bodies.15
In this immateriality full of flesh, the underlying materiality of bodies hence remains
one of the principal constitutive factors of not only social production, but the
political, ethical and aesthetic conditions by which bodies socially exist.

Conclusion: Why Concrete?
Given the conditions of concreteness and abstractness the socio-political
constitution of bodies entails, these works illustrate the wide ranging implications
and ramifications of the body’s material forms and functions. To this end,
Salcedo, Margolles and Sierra employ concrete to explore such conditions within
the material’s palpable tangibility, solidity and weight vis-a`-vis flesh. Given, then,
their shared affinity for concrete in these terms, we may finally ask what makes
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this particular material significant: Why, more than masonry or metal or wood, is
concrete appealing or effective for these artists and their particular interests? And
what of the social and political qualities of concrete that attend its aesthetics?
Following Forty’s social history of concrete, their shared Latin American context
offers one possible explanation, to the extent that ‘[i]n Latin-America making
concrete is integrated into domestic life’, given its adoption by unskilled workers
as a cheap and easy building material (hence the proliferation of concrete
buildings in the region).16 This at least rings somewhat true for Sierra, whose
focus on cheap, unskilled labour across Latin America maps onto this material
history. Likewise, Forty’s description of the regularity of incomplete concrete
structures in Latin America, complete with exposed reinforcement bars, suggests
iconic similarities with Salcedo’s work.17 Nevertheless, such explanations seem
mostly specious and, worse, likely reduce these different practices to a broad
regionalism that condenses Latin America into a single emblem of exotic poverty.
Alternately, I am not interested in suggesting that the ostensible aesthetic
roughness of concrete (i.e. its associations as a depressing, poor, and inherently
ugly material – a decidedly brute emblem of failed twentieth-century socialism,
for instance) somehow finds its corollary in grim works about poverty and
violence. Thus, this vernacular history of concrete may bolster, but hardly
explains, its adoption by these artists; likewise, such iconographic assessments do
not quite satisfy this question, for these works, despite their resounding similarities,
approach concrete in relatively different ways – whether in formal dialogue with
Salcedo’s furniture; as unassuming, standalone structures for Margolles; or as
quasi-industrial, utilitarian objects for Sierra.
As a final note I will briefly consider the elephant in this room: the explicit postminimalist aesthetic these artists all engage. While on the one hand the initial
generation of 1960s minimal artists rarely, if ever, used concrete and, on the other,
the latter’s post-minimalist successors have occasionally incorporated it in pushing
the possibilities for the application and constitution of sculptural forms (including,
most notably, Richard Serra’s grandiose industrial sculptures and Rachel
Whiteread’s castings of, for instance, an abandoned London house), there is little
to suggest the material’s art historical significance here. What makes (post-)
minimalism relevant, however, is its particular emphasis on the relation of physical,
abstract forms to the body, encompassing both the abstract and concrete therein.
Whether in the phenomenological ethos of many of minimalism’s initial figureheads
or among subsequent artists investigating the social conditions of embodiment,
minimal art reinvests attention upon the material quality of abstract objects vis-à-vis
the overall conditions they create for embodied viewers. While this effect is not
exclusively unique to minimalism per se, and certainly not to concrete sculpture, this
non-figurative, sensory relation between embodied beings and aesthetic forms is
certainly fortuitous. But, again, why concrete? Why does it lend itself to this
relation? While I am ultimately sceptical that a medium specificity for concrete art
ultimately exists, concrete nevertheless commands a certain sense of physicality that,
more than simply signifying its tangible weight, carries the affective sense of its
embodied use (certainly, one can readily imagine the sensation of touching and
lifting it, or of walking upon it and living inside it). Moreover, its capacity to assume
different forms – to present its solid mass or to fill negative space; to cover, embed, or
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stand adjacent to, objects; and to retain the shapes and textures of other materials it
contacts – makes it both malleable and formidable. Its formal qualities thus make
concrete an apt medium for presenting the material indices of bodies while
maintaining an abstract idiom, imbuing the immaterial, invisible and liminal with
physicality and mass. The forms these works take, stripped down to their basic
relations between non-figural geometric structures and their perceiving bodies,
hence bring out the affective qualities of concrete in striking ways. Among the
discussed works the almost elemental quality of concrete comes to the fore, asserting
itself in the self-evidence of its form and materiality. Through this careful formal
treatment of concrete, these artists have tapped into the possibilities of its critical
artistic potential.
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